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Natural Play,
A Trend
‘Long life with the surfacing of wood’

7

Sustainable playground
equipment

Renewable and connects to the endless lifecycle from Cradle to Cradle.

Natural steel
The look of wood but the quality of stainless steel

The new Madera playground equipment has the look of wood but is strong and durable as
stainless steel. Thus the expected high quality may be associated with the appearance of a
natural playground. Perfect if natural play is a pre-condition.
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Natural stainless steel

Madera offers several play challenges and is a modular system. Each item of
playground equipment becomes unique because of the winding shape of the woodlike piles. The series consist of several playground equipment each with their own
play value. Madera equipment gives the playground a fun and natural look.
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‘Long life with the surfacing of wood’

Natural play a trend
A child a has the need to discover the nature around him or her.
Considering the fact that children like to do this whilst playing makes
natural play equipment very popular. The demand for natural play
area’s becomes bigger every day.

he society becomes more and more aware of sustainability and its surroundings. A big upcoming
of green and sustainable initiatives in all areas
of the community can be seen. Through urbanisation
more play landscapes than playgrounds are being requested and lays the emphasis on Playground. The
starting point is a natural surrounding with a lot of
challenges. A natural play surrounding defines itself

way when they play outside. Children absorb all kinds
of impressions which contributes to their development. They discover what kind of bugs live in the grass
and what grows between the flowers. Children can collect all sorts of things from leaves and twigs to flowers
and bugs. There is room for their own creativity which
makes it an exciting adventure. They can discover and
experience new things and play with other children.

besides the many challenges also by the many varia-
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tions in play areas. There is room for a child to use his

Foundations

or her own imagination but also literally a lot of space

A popular foundation is artificial grass. Solid foundations are less subject to maintenance and wear. When
we look at natural play especially the natural foundations like grass, sand and wood scraps are popular.

around the play elements. Playing outside is good for
the development of the motoric and social skills. The
senses of a child are being stimulated in a different

Movement play

Features Natural play

Besides natural play, movement play is also a
trend. The challenge of climbing and clambering

•

Lots of space around the playground

L
A
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N AT
equipment

with the development of balancing and muscle

power makes it that children really have to make

•

Lots of green

an effort. Climbing parks and outdoor tracks

•

Use of natural materials and elements

are a really good example looking at the trend of
playing whilst moving.
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Quality
The best quality can be found in all the parts. The molding parts have
been developed, manufactured and processed with expertise. Because
of this very little maintenance is needed and the future costs will be very
low.
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Sustainable playground equipment
Stainless steel is used because of the endless re-use of the materials. This is the
sustainable way in which IJslander designs, produces and re-uses his playground
equipment. A perfect choice for the longer lifecycle of the product. Nothing needs to be
wasted but everything is renewable and connects to the endless lifecycle from Cradle to
Cradle.

Sustainable playground equipment

made so that the equipment is dismountable. The big

Looking from the Cradle 2 Cradle principal the entire

advantage is that parts can be easily replaced and not

lifecycle is considered as a part of the product. From

the entire unit. Most repairs can be fixed on location so

the gaining of raw materials, the production, the

that the equipment doesn’t have to be replaced.

energy use and the use of additives till the re-use and the
dismissal. Through collecting there is a lot of recycled

High Quality

steel available in Europe. The reuse of the materials

The good quality of the equipment grants a long life

takes care of big energy savings and a reduction of the

cycle. Because the equipment doesn’t need a lot of

CO2 emissions. Because the IJslander Equipment is

maintenance, it lasts in a rough climate and even

being produced in The Netherlands (Europe), there is

against any form of vandalism, it hardly uses any extra

a lower environmental burden taking in consideration

material and energy. The big advantage is that it

the CO2 emissions for the transportation are a

doesn’t lay a heavy load on the environment during

lot lower then when the playground equipment is

the use and maintenance cost can be kept to a minimum.

being produced all over the world. Nearly all the
raw materials are from European soil and are being
acquired in a sustainable way and were possible being
re-used.

100% recyclable
When the equipment needs to be replaced the customer
doesn’t need to see the product as waste. We don’t
speak of down cycling because Stainless steel is fully

Intelligent design

recyclable and the material doesn’t lose its quality

When designing new products the production process

and value. IJslander offers the Dutch customers the

is constantly being improved to prevent negative effects

possibility to rebuy. This means that IJslander buys

for both the people and the environment to a minimum.

back the reused equipment. This way you create a

This way IJslander keeps developing and always aims

direct reuse of the products and the materials which

for a production process that burdens the environment

contributes to the stainless steel lifecycle.

as little as possible. The design of the equipment is
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Durable playground equipment + natural play

=
MADER A

Together we can achieve more
By working together to create a natural play
environment for our children, we can organise it
more responsibly.

When thinking of a natural playground one often thinks of natural
materials. However natural materials bring higher maintenance
costs. These costs are paid by the municipality and ultimately lead to
unacceptable cost.
Now there is a concession between manageable maintenance and a
natural play environment, called Madera! Through this combination
within the Madera line, IJslander tries to fit the needs and wishes
of the both the user and operator. The maintenance costs are
drastically reduced and the natural appearance is maintained.
With

Madera

playground

equipment

of

IJslander,

sustainable and natural play environment is created.
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both

a

L ow maintenance cos t s

Dur able

Natur al look

B a s ed on the cr adle to cr adle pr incip al

E xcellent maintenance fe e s
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Unusual but normal
Next to adventurous combined playground equipment, the Madera line includes the popular Birds nest swing and the
beloved seesaw. This means that the possibilities are endless to combine adventurous play with the known play values
which children love so much.
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1401

MADERA - BALANCING BEAMS

1402

MADERA - CLIMBING NET

1403

MADERA - SLIDE

1404

MADERA - MINI SWING

1405

MADERA - BIRDS NEST SWING

1406

MADERA - SEESAW

1407

MADERA - COMBINATION EQUIPMENT

1408

MADERA - CLIMBING FRAME

MADERA

=  TUV   CERTIFIED
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Knows the scene...

IJslander produces high-quality stainless steel products for equipping a variety of public spaces.
In doing so, IJslander contributes to a pleasant, trusted and sustainable living environment.
Whether this be a slide for the toddlers, a Citybox for sporty teenagers or a bench for pedestrians,
IJslander produces it all in an original and colourful manner.

A: 8 Jasmin Close, Yarra Glen, Victoria. 3775. T: (03) 9738 1767 E: sales@imaginationplay.com.au W: imaginationplay.com.au

